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Abstract— In this paper, we explore the effect of domain adaptation and catastrophic forgetting in conjunction with multiple object
tracking and its application of two-wheeler tracking to see if the order of datasets during training matters. We employ a Siamese
Multiple Object Tracker (SiamMOT) and train it using different permutations on two public datasets (Multiple Object Tracking (MOT)
and Specialized Cyclists Dataset (SCD)) and a proprietary dataset (Traffic Intersection Dataset (TID)). We ran experiments on the
datasets using different permutations to test the performance when trained on a single dataset, combining datasets and sequence
training. We also qualitatively tested the generalizability of the best model in dusk/night footage. Training exclusively on the TID
dataset results in the highest IDF1-score, and combining datasets results in a lower IDF1-score compared to when training exclusively
on TID. Catastrophic forgetting occurs when training the model with datasets in different orders, where swapping orders of datasets
leads to a reduction of about 30% in performance. We have shown that the order of datasets during training plays an important role
when adapting datasets from different domains. The best model shows promising results when testing the generalizability on data
from different conditions. The qualitative results of the best model on crossing a red light detection show the possibilities of using
tracking-by-detection models for other traffic safety indicators.

Index Terms—multiple object tracking, traffic analysis, siamese network, object detection, incremental learning, catastrophic
forgetting

1 INTRODUCTION

According to the global status report on road safety published by the
World Health Organisation (WHO), approximately 1.3 million people
die each year as a result of road traffic accidents. On average, a
cyclist dies every 12 minutes and 30 seconds somewhere in the world
[1]. Traffic Safety Specialists are in charge of analyzing traffic
footage to identify risk situations and identify possible areas for
improvements, while, traffic psychologists analyze the behavior of
road users identifying dangerous behavior. Moreover, expert
knowledge is required during the analysis. This analysis is
time-consuming since it requires the specialist to watch footage that
corresponds to long periods of time; therefore, conclusions are often
drawn based on the analysis of shorter video fragments. Such
approaches can lead to biased results and a distorted vision of a
certain traffic region’s overall problems. Traffic analysis using Deep
Learning could assist in identifying and measuring hazardous
situations in traffic, reducing the time necessary for analysis and
being less biased. Deep learning technology has seen major advances
in recent years with detection algorithms including Faster R-CNN
[2], SPPNet [3] and YOLO[4, 5, 6, 7]. Given the advancements in
object detection, these models have been widely used in multiple
object tracking, commonly referred to as tracking-by-detection.

Multi-Object Tracking is the task of forming trajectories by
associating object instances in video frames. It is a fundamental and
crucial problem in scene understanding providing contextual
information about the objects in the scene. MOT is used in
applications such as autonomous driving, surveillance, behavior
monitoring, biology[8, 9] and traffic safety[10]. Recent contributions
have been approaching this task as a tracking-by-detection paradigm
[9, 11, 12, 13]. This paradigm splits the tracking problem into two
steps where objects are first detected in each video frame, and then all
detected bounding boxes are associated across the frames to form
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Fig. 1. Tracking-by-detection paradigm. First the object is detected and
then the detections are associated across frames to form tracks.

trajectories by estimating object motion. Despite the recent advances
in MOT, many challenges remain: 1) the tracker has to deal with
multiple objects that need to be tracked from the moment they appear
to the moment they disappear from the scene; 2) frequent object
occlusions; 3) background noises (shadows, illumination changes); 4)
different poses, shapes and appearance changes for the same objects
or sharing similar features across different objects [9]. All challenges
considered, MOT requires a huge amount of labeled target data which
comes with the high cost of collection and annotation that might
affect the deployment of models into practice.

Even though much research is being done in object detection and
tracking with results showing high performance on benchmark
datasets and applications, these models usually suffer from poor
generalization on datasets from a slightly different yet relatable
domain. Domain adaptation aims to mitigate the domain gap between
a source and target domain such that a model trained on labeled
source data could be applied on unlabelled target data without losing
performance[14]. It does so by learning a discriminative predictor or
classifier in the presence of a shift between training (source) and test
(target) distributions[15, 16]. A straightforward approach is a
supervised fine-tuning of a model using annotated data where the
model is first trained on one dataset and then fine-tuned on a dataset
from a different domain. Fine-tuning a model using different datasets
could make a model prone to catastrophic forgetting where the
process of training a network to learn a new set of features suddenly
and completely erases a network’s knowledge of what it had already



learned, severely impacting its performance[17, 18].
This work explores the effect of domain adaptation in conjunction

with object tracking. We also aim to provide an answer to two
research questions; the first is “How can Multiple Object Tracking
benefit from domain adaptation using different datasets?” where the
model is trained in a supervised manner using different combinations
and sequences of the datasets, and the second question is: “How does
the order of the datasets during (or in sequential) training influence
the performance of the tracker?” by exploring the effect of
catastrophic forgetting when fine-tuning the model using different
orders of datasets. Finally, we also introduce a dataset called Traffic
Intersection Dataset (TID), which was specifically created for this
research and is used to show qualitative results of the best
domain-adapted tracker.

This paper is structured as follows, Section 2 provides an overview
of the available literature related to object tracking. Section 3 provides
an overview of the materials and methods used in this paper and the
experiments performed. In Section 4, the results are presented and
discussed. Section 5 concludes the paper, and Section 6 highlights
opportunities for future research.

2 STATE OF THE ART

Many state-of-the-art MOT networks approach the task using either
traditional, hybrid, or end-to-end approaches. Traditional approaches
are approaches using classical mathematical algorithms. Hybrid
approaches combine methods using a traditional approach and a
more state-of-the-art approach like deep learning. An end-to-end
approach is where the detection and tracking of objects are computed
in one forward pass.

2.1 Traditional Approaches
Object tracking as a task has been around since the 1950s. An early
algorithm called the Hungarian Algorithm, or the Kuhn-Munkres
algorithm, was introduced in the 1950s and is used to find
maximum-weight matchings in bipartite graphs [19]. In 1979, the
Kalman Filter was introduced, which works by estimating the current
measurement by multiplying the predicted state by the measurement
matrix[20]. In more recent research, a learnable vision algorithm
called Channel and Spatial Reliability Tracking (CSRT) was
introduced[21]. CSTR works by training a correlation filter with
compressed features like Histogram of Gradients and color names.
After that, the filter is used to search the area around the last known
position of the object in successive frames[21].

2.2 Hybrid Approaches
In recent years, the computer vision community has seen major
breakthroughs due to advances in research, algorithms, hardware
improvements and optimizations. The can be seen in the deep
learning field with the introduction of AlexNet [22] for image
classification using deep learning and You Only Look Once (YOLO)
for object detection [4, 7] are examples of these breakthroughs. In
early research, many approaches use a combination of a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for object identification and a
traditional approach for tracking and data association. The authors of
[23], present an approach that combines deep CNN with a CSTR for
object tracking. Furthermore, [24] proposes a strategy to improve the
safety of vulnerable road users that uses a CNN-based detection
coupled with a Kalman filter[20] for tracking and the
Kuhn-Munkres[19] algorithm for multi-target association.

In [25], region-based CNNs were used for the detection of vehicles
in videos, improving the results of tracking using the channel and
spatial reliability tracking method. Finally, in [26] a deep learning
method was proposed for detecting and tracking vehicles on roads
where YOLOv3 was used for detecting the vehicles and a
combination of Kalman filtering and Particle filter techniques are
used for tracking. In order to improve tracking, a multiple vehicle
tracking algorithm was introduced [26] where the Kalman filter is
used for tracking the object’s true position by creating an estimate of
the object’s new state by using information from the last state and the

current state, the Particle filter is used to track the moving objects in
both nonlinear and non-Gaussian situations. In [27] a simple online
tracking framework was presented that focuses on frame-to-frame
predictions and association.

2.3 End-to-end Approaches
Recent state-of-the-art approaches make use of end-to-end training
where the detection and tracking are computed in one forward pass
by exploiting the tracking-by-detection paradigm (as shown in Figure
1) where the objects are first detected and then associated across
frames to generate tracks. In [28] the applicability of Siamese Neural
Networks for Object Tracking in UAV videos was investigated, with
their results showing improvements in accuracy and speed in low
spatial resolution UAV videos when compared to alternative object
tracking methods. Furthermore, in [29] a Discriminant Correlation
Filter implementation in deep learning (DCFNet) was extended to
Multi-Object Tracking. This method performed well on
benchmarking datasets, however they mention that the robustness of
DCFNet still needs to be improved. In [30] another tracker was
proposed called the MF-Tracker that implements multiple classical
features and modern features in the tracking framework. MF-Tracker
is capable of working with detections coming from both supervised
and unsupervised detectors. In other related research, [31] regarding
fully-automatic annotation tools, the DeepSORT algorithm was used
for object tracking. In [32] a review is conducted to provide insight
into current methods and challenges in detecting cycling near misses
and explore the potential of applying AI to the task. In [33] a tracking
solution is proposed called Class Wise Object Detection (CWOD).
CWOT combines YOLOv3 for object detection and Simple Online
Real-Time Tracking (SORT) for Object Tracking.

Other research [9, 34, 35] propose a joint MOT solution where
feature learning and data association can be jointly learned with the
detector. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) were used to model
spatial-model relations in the work of [34]. Recent contributions use
transformers for Object Tracking. In [36], the authors used
transformers in an end-to-end MOT pipeline where data Association
was achieved between frames by attention evolving a set of track
predictions through a video frame. In [37] MOTR, an end-to-end
framework for multiple-object tracking is introduced, where track
queries (hidden states) were used for iterative tracking prediction and
achieved state-of-the-art performance by modeling long-range
temporal variations of the object. Finally, in [38] a Region-Based
Siamese Multi-Object Tracking network is proposed. SiamMOT is a
multiple object tracker that achieves state-of-the-art results on the
MOT17 benchmark. SiamMOT is a two-stage deep neural tracker
that builds upon the Faster-RCNN Object Detector. In addition to the
standard Faster-RCNN detector, SiamMOT adds a region-based
Siamese Tracker to model instance-level motion making the tracker
consist of a total of three sub-networks: Region Proposal Network
(RPN), Region-based detection network and a Siamese tracking
network [38]. SiamMOT uses region-based features and develops
template matching to estimate instance motion which is more robust
to challenging tracking scenarios such as fast motion.

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

The section discusses the datasets, the experiments, and the network
architecture implementation used. We use three datasets Multiple
Object Tracking (MOT), Specialized Cyclists Dataset (SCD) and a
proprietary dataset specifically created for this research called Traffic
Intersection Dataset (TID).

MOT is one of the well-established benchmarks for multi-person
tracking. This work uses MOT17 which consists of seven training
and seven testing videos with a total of 11235 frames (463 seconds).
MOT17 is split into 12 classes with the majority of the annotations
belonging to people-related classes. The sequences vary in resolution
between 640x480 and 1920x1080 and the frame rate varies between
14 frames per second (fps) to 30 fps.

The Specialized Cyclist Detection dataset is a dataset that solely
focuses on cyclists. The goal is to allow researchers to run more



Fig. 2. Samples from the datasets. Top: Specialized Cyclists dataset, middle: Multiple Object Tracking Benchmark dataset, Bottom: Traffic
Intersection Dataset

accurate detection tests, which, in turn, will increase cyclist safety on
the roads. The dataset consists of 62297 images with about 18200
cyclists instances. The dataset uses the KITTI format and labels. The
dataset is split into three difficulty degrees: Easy, Moderate and Hard,
where each degree stands for the object is not being occluded, partly
occluded and largely occluded, respectively[39]. SCD has a
resolution of 1242x375 and was captured at 10 fps.

The Traffic Intersection Dataset (TID) originates from September
2020 and contains two weeks of videos footage of a traffic
intersection using a static camera. TID was specifically created for
this research application since no public dataset was available related
to traffic safety indicators. Moreover, it provides the closest data to
the real-life setting. TID is of a traffic intersection nearby Leusden,
the Netherlands and is split into three classes: Pedestrians, Bicycles
and other two-wheelers like scooters, speed pedelecs, etc.). The
resolution of the frames is 800 by 600 and the frame rate of the
sequences is 5fps. The static camera was mounted to a lamppost
covering the intersection (see bottom row Figure 2). The camera’s
field of view covers three major points in the area: cars coming from
the motorway (left side of the image), bicycle lane (below camera)
and the road (right side of the image). The Traffic Intersection
Dataset is a proprietary dataset consisting of 1156 (231 seconds)
manually annotated frames. The annotation process was done over
four days by five annotators.

3.1 Dataset Domain Summary
As discussed before and visualized in Figure 2 we can see that the
dataset have some domain overlap but in some cases differ entirely
from each other. SCD was captured from moving vehicles at a frame
rate of 30 frames per second and the camera-angle of the dataset is
from a similar perspective/angle as the TID dataset. SCD has two
classes: Cyclists and DontCares (very small cyclists identified after
checking multiple frames). MOT is slightly detached from the TID
domain since its main focus is Pedestrian tracking and was captured at
30 frames per second. However, it contains a few Bicycles sequences,
making it relevant for the research. TID is the most crucial dataset
since it provides the closest data to the real-life setting and focuses on
Bicycle tracking captured at five frames per second.

3.2 CrowdHuman
CrowdHuman is a benchmark dataset to evaluate detectors in
crowded scenarios for human detection. It is the largest dataset for
human detection having more than 300k person instances. It contains
a high diversity of poses in different domains, large volume and
density.

3.3 Traffic Safety Indicators
In order to be able to evaluate traffic safety, a set of indicators are
defined from a traffic psychology point of view. One of the most
important indicator is passing a red light (where the behavior of a
road user is monitored to see if the user crosses the road while the
traffic light is red). Next, speed is very important since the chances of
collision increase at higher speeds. Lateral position is another
important indicator where the position of the vulnerable road users is
determined since moving on the opposite side of the road increases
the chances of accidents. Furthermore, time to line crossing is used to
measure the time a road user is driving against oncoming traffic.
Finally, the stopping position at the traffic light is measured where the
user’s position is determined since fast-moving vehicles (i.e., scooters
and race-bikes) tend to stick to the left side of the road, thus
increasing the chances of collisions upon taking off. This work
focuses on passing the red light indicator.

3.4 Traffic Light Crossing

Fig. 3. Identification of crossing a red light area (best viewed in color)

In order to evaluate the crossing of a red light indicator, we ran
experiments to set a standard for the safety indicator. We first defined a
crossing region on the frame (big red region in figure 3). We evaluated
the red crossing by checking the state of the traffic light and checking



Fig. 4. Architectural overview of SiamMOT. SiamMOT is a region-based multi-object tracking network that detects and tracks object instances
simultaneously

if any cyclists are passing the red light(i.e. intersecting with the red
region). The intersection was considered valid (actually crossing) if
the center of the bounding box of the cyclist overlapped with the red
region. We introduced a smaller intersection region (green region),
and instead of just looking at the center of the bounding box, we also
considered the center of the bottom of the bounding box. This was
a more stable and representative evaluation of the indicator. Traffic
experts evaluated the accuracy of our models in detecting red light
crossing.

3.5 Network
We use the SiamMOT architecture (see figure 4) with the standard
Deep Layer Aggregation (DLA-34) and the Faster-RCNN backbone
as the feature pyramid. We use the Explicit Motion Model (EMM)
proposed to model instance-level motion. Due to SiamMOT using an
EMM to estimate motion it was chosen as the most appropriate
network for this use case since it is more robust to challenging
tracking scenarios, such as fast motion. SiamMOT takes two frames
as input together with a set of detected bounding boxes
Rt = {Rt

1, ...R
t
i , ...} at time t. The detector returns a set of detected

boxes Rt+δ while the tracker attempts to propagate the boxes at time t
to time t + δ to generate R̃t+δ .

SiamMOT contains a motion model that tracks each detected
instance from t to t +δ by propagating the bounding box Rt

i at time t
to R̃t+δ

i at t + δ ; it also contains a spatial matching process in which
the output of the tracker R̃t+δ

i is associated with the detections Rt+δ

i
at time t +δ such that detected boxes are linked from time t to t +δ

Given a detected box i at time t, the Siamese tracker searches for
that particular instace at frame It+δ in a search windows around the
original location at frame It .

(vt+δ

i , R̃t+δ

i ) = T ( f t
Ri
, f t+δ

Si
,Θ) (1)

where T is the learnable Siamese tracker with parameters Θ, fRit is
the feature map extracted over region Rt

i in frame It and f t+δ

Si
is the

feature map extracted over the search region St+δ

i in frame Ii+δ . The
search region is computed by expanding the original region by a factor
r ( > 1) while still maintaining the geometric center as the original
region. Both the original region and search region are extracted from
the region of interest align layer of Mask-RCNN. Finally, vt+δ

i is the
confidence of visibility for detected object i at time t +δ .

Equation 1 is applied multiple times, once for each detected object
Rt

i ∈ Rt . As mentioned we use SiamMOT with tracker parametrized to
use the EMM which works by using a channel-wise cross-correlation

operator (*) to generate a pixel-level response map ri. In SiamMOT
this operation correlates each location of the search feature map f t+δ

Si

with the target feature map f t
Ri

to produce ri = f t+δ

Si
∗ f t

Ri
. EMM uses

a fully convolutional network ψ to detect the matched boxes in ri.

3.5.1 Training

We sample two frames from a video sequence to be the training
sampled. The model is trained with a batch size of 4 for 250 epochs.
We train with Stochastic Gradient Descent using momentum 0.9 and
a weight decay 0.0001. The learning rate is set to 0.02 and decreased
by a factor 10 at 40% and 80% of the training epochs. The first 20
epochs are used for linear warmup with a rate of 0.333. During
training, we apply data augmentation where the videos are resized to
have a height dimension randomly sampled from (640, 720, 800, 880,
960) while the width is set to a maximum of 1500.

For experiments using the SCD dataset we take a subset of 200
images matching the number of frames present in MOT and TID to
make the datasets more consistent.

3.6 Experiments

The performance of the SiamMOT tracker is evaluated on the datasets
mentioned in Section 3. Different permutations are used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed methodology. All experiments are
done using a pre-trained model trained on the CrowdHuman dataset
and then fine-tuned on a different dataset, namely MOT, SCD and
TID. The impact of different permutations is evaluated to find the best
model and combination working on the custom dataset. The
evaluation is reported as described in 3.6.1. We run experiments
using a few different experimental setups. The first set of experiments
(Single and Combined) is designed to test the effect of domain
adaptation on the test set. The following experiment Sequence is
designed to test the performances of sequence learning and measure
the effect of catastrophic forgetting. Sequence Learning is a branch of
Machine Learning that aims to create models that can learn from
newer information by accumulating a new set of knowledge.
Catastrophic forgetting is a phenomenon where the process of
learning a network a new set of features suddenly and completely
erases a network’s knowledge of what it had already learned, severely
impacting its performance[17].

Furthermore, we will evaluate the performance of the best model on
the test set to see how the tracker performs with regards to crossing a
red light detection and how long the tracker keeps a track active before
losing the active track.



Finally, the performance of the best model is evaluated on frames
from different times of the day to see the effect of daylight,
twilight/dusk and total darkness on the tracker. This experiment was
designed to evaluate the model’s generalizability and methodology in
conditions different from the training and testing data.

3.6.1 Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation of tracking performance is reported by following the
protocol described in [12]. We report the Multiple Object Tracking
Accuracy (MOTA), Identification Metric (IDF1), number of identity
switches (IDsw) and the inference FPS. Furthermore, we use more
general evaluation metrics like False Positive (FP) and False Negatives
(FN). The MOTA is calculated as follow:

MOTA = 1−

∑
t∈[ f ]

(FNt +FPt + IDSWt)

∑
t∈[ f ]

GTt

(2)

where [ f ] is a vector with all frames and GT is the number of ground
truth objects. MOTA is a percentage between −∞ and 100 where if
MOTA is negative it means that the number of errors made by the
tracker exceed the number of objects in the sequence. IDF1 is
calculated as shown in Eq 3 which calculated a one-to-one mapping
between the sets of ground truth trajectories and prediction
trajectories.

IDF1 =

∑
t∈[ f ]

IDT Pt

∑
t∈[ f ]

(IDT Pt +0.5 · IDFNt +0.5 · IDFPt)
(3)

The FP is when the output is a false alarm indicating that something
has been detected while it is not present. A FN is when a target is
missed. An IDSW is occurs when a tracker wrongfully swaps object
identities or when a track is lost and is reinitialised with a different
identity.

4 RESULTS & DISCUSSION

This section discusses the results of the experiments. Subsection 4.1
shows the test results of training with different dataset permutations.
Subsection 4.3 shows the results of the generalizability of the model
in different weather conditions. We use the metrics noted in Section
3.6.1 for the evaluation of the models. The best model was chosen
based on the best validation weight for each experiment.

4.1 Evaluation of dataset Permutations
The results of the effect of dataset permutation on the tracker are
shown in Table 1. The test-set consists of 20% of the TID dataset.
The best IDF1-score (82.9%) is achieved by training on TID alone.
Furthermore, the Single section of Table 1 shows the results of the
tracker when trained on other single datasets. We can observe that the
tracker trained on SCD can track the objects throughout frames with
an IDF1 of 27.2%. Even though this is not a high performance, this
could still be used as a baseline when no annotations are available.
When looking at the performance of the tracker when trained on
MOT, we can see that it is not capable of detecting or tracking any of
the objects in the test set, resulting in an IDF1 score of 0.0%. This is
probably due to domain differences, specifically, MOT being
captured from different camera angles, having a higher frame rate and
the fact that the bikes are for a big part of the dataset static and are
therefore not moving across frames.

The Combined section of Table 1 shows the results of the tracker
when datasets are combined during training. We tried three different
sets of combinations. As shown in the table, the best IDF1-score
(80.8%) is achieved when training the tracker on SCD and TID

simultaneously. When training the tracker on MOT and TID
simultaneously, we notice a slight reduction of the IDF1-score to
79.9%. When training the tracker on SCD and MOT simultaneously
the IDF1-score degrades to 11.1% which is higher than the single
model trained on MOT. However, this is still lower than the single
model trained on SCD which makes it seem that MOT plays an
important role during training by probably throwing the network off.
We can also notice this when considering the MOTA of -163.9%
which is caused by the large number of errors (FP and FN) made by
the tracker on the test set. Finally, when combining all datasets during
training, we report an IDF1-score of 54.7% which is lower than
combining the datasets in pairs (MOT with TID and SCD with TID)
during training. We expected that combining all datasets during
training would improve the generalizability of the system but based
on the IDF1-score of 54.7% this was proven not to be the case. When
looking at the IDF1-score, we noticed a pattern when comparing it to
the results of other combined and single experiments. We can see that
MOT has an effect on the training process. The TID dataset is also
underrepresented in the three datasets representing only one of the
three parts of the trainset, meaning that features from the other
datasets are more dominant/present.

The Sequence section of Table 1 shows the effect of sequence
learning. The best IDF1-score for this experiment was 82.3% and was
achieved by taking the best model trained on the MOT dataset and
fine-tuning it on the TID dataset. The second best results were
achieved by taking the best model trained on the SCD dataset and
fine-tuning it on the TID dataset, yielding an IDF1-score of 68.7%.
This is an interesting observation since training a single model on
MOT resulted in an IDF1-score of 0.0% while training on SCD
resulted in an IDF1-score of 27.2%. We hypothesize that the model
has overridden all knowledge from the initial single model training on
MOT while attempting to transfer the knowledge from the SCD
domain to the TID domain and therefore reducing the IDF1-score.
When taking the single model trained on SCD and fine-tuning it on
MOT, we see that the IDF1-score reduces (6.3%) from the
IDF1-score of the single model trained on SCD. When reversing the
order and taking the single model trained on MOT and fine-tuning it
on SCD, we notice an improvement in IDF1-score evaluation
compared to the 0.0% of the initial single MOT model. Based on this,
we can say that training on MOT and then fine-tuning on SCD results
in better results compared to the other way around. When taking the
single TID model and fine-tuning it on SCD and MOT, we measure
an IDF1-score of 39.3% and 41.8%, respectively. This is probably
due to the network forgetting (losing) previously gained knowledge
by overriding it with newer knowledge during training, this
phenomenon is known as catastrophic forgetting.

The second Sequence section of Table 1 shows the effect of
Sequence learning when trained on all datasets in different training
orders. The best IDF1-score (81.8%) is achieved when the network is
initially trained on SCD and is then fine-tuned on MOT which is then
fine-tuned on TID. The second best IDF1-score (78.9%) is achieved
by choosing the best model trained on MOT, fine-tuned on SCD to
fine-tune on TID. These two experiments clearly show the impact of
order during training. When we first train the tracker on SCD and
then fine-tune it on MOT, we get a higher IDF1 than when we train
the tracker on MOT and then fine-tune it on SCD. We notice the
importance of ordering during training when evaluating the TID →
SCD → MOT and TID → MOT → SCD experiments where the
former experiment yields a higher IDF1-score of 46.8% compared to
31.0%. Evaluating the results of SCD→ TID→ MOT and MOT→
TID→ SCD experiments and comparing the performance to the best
performing models of the single, combined and sequence
experiments we notice a reduction of about 50%. This is probably
due to the network forgetting or erasing previously gained knowledge
during the last training task.

Depending on the requirements of a specific application, a tracker
with a higher FP or FN could be helpful.



Experiment Trainset ↑ MOTA ↑ FP ↓ FN ↓ IDsw ↓ IDF1 ↑
Single SCD -63.2% 738 505 2 27.2%
Single MOT 0.0% 0 763 0 0.0 %
Single TID 72.0% 98 111 5 82.9%

Combined SCD + MOT -163.6% 1380 629 2 11.1%
Combined MOT + TID 61.9% 142 144 5 79.9%
Combined SCD + TID 69.2% 86 144 5 80.8%

Combined SCD + MOT + TID -19.4 769 139 3 54.7%

Sequence SCD→MOT -1.0% 36 735 0 6.3%
Sequence SCD→ TID 38.1% 309 157 6 68.7%
Sequence MOT→ TID 69.9% 142 83 5 82.3%
Sequence MOT→ SCD 6.3% 140 574 1 33.2%
Sequence TID→ SCD 10.9% 141 538 1 39.3%
Sequence TID→MOT 23.6% 29 554 0 41.8%

Sequence SCD→MOT→ TID 69.2% 128 102 5 81.8%
Sequence SCD→ TID→MOT 17.4% 11 618 1 31.8%
Sequence MOT→ SCD→ TID 64.9% 86 175 6 78.9%
Sequence MOT→ TID→ SCD -62.5% 814 421 5 32.9%
Sequence TID→ SCD→MOT 21.0% 113 489 1 46.8%
Sequence TID→MOT→ SCD 4.5% 168 557 4 31.0%

Table 1. Comparison with state-of-the-art- methods on Custom Dataset. All experiments were run with a pretrained network on the CrowdHuman
dataset. Datasets: Specialized Cyclists Dataset (SCD), Multple Object Tracking (MOT) and Traffic Intersection Dataset (TID)

4.2 Evaluation with Traffic Light Detection
This experiment was designed to evaluate the performance of the
tracker in regards to the traffic light state detection to measure if a red
light is crossed. For this experiment/evaluation, we use the model
with the highest IDF1-score, which is the single model trained on
TID. As shown in Figure 5, we see that once a bicycle comes in the
frame, it gets an ID and is tracked throughout the frames. In the upper
left corner, we see the current state of the traffic light. For every
frame, we checked if there was an intersection between the bounding
box of each bicycle instance and the crossing region as described in
Section 3.4 and the traffic light state. Row 1 of Figure 5 shows that
once the bicycle gets in the frame, the traffic light is red and as the
bicycle approaches, the light becomes green until the bicycle moves
out of frame. In the second example, we see another instance with
bicycles where two bicycles come into frame and are tracked, each
assigned with a distinct ID. The light is red when they come into the
frame and switches to green while they approach it as soon as they
pass it (third image) the traffic light switch to orange.

4.3 Evaluation on Different times of the day
This experiment was designed to evaluate the generalizability of the
model in conditions different from the train data. For this
experiment/evaluation, we use the model with the highest
IDF1-score, the single TID model. The results are shown in Figure 5
and Figure 6. The first row of the first figure shows the tracking
results on a video sequence from daytime. The bicycle is detected
and assigned a unique ID when it comes into frame, and the track is
active throughout the rest of the sequence until the point where the
bicycle moves out of view. The second row shows the performance of
the tracker around dusk/twilight time (around sunset). As shown, the
tracker is able to detect the bicycles once they get in the frame and
manages to maintain the track until they move out of the frame. The
first row of figure 6 shows the performance of the tracker during
nighttime. As we can see, it still manages to detect and track the
bicycle when entering the frame. However, it loses them for a few
frames and then manages to track them again. Once they are
identified again, they are assigned a new ID (Identity switches). The
next row shows the performance of the tracker on another night
instance with a scooter rather than a bicycle. The tracker does not
detect nor track the scooter, which is likely due to two reasons: 1) the
front light of the scooters causes light overexposure; 2) the network

was never trained on samples containing scooters. The last row shows
the results on another night sequence and, as shown, is capable of
tracking one of the bicycles for a short time. After a few frames, the
tracker loses the bicycle and never identifies it again.

The tracker was able to identify bicycles in certain conditions even
though it was never trained on those different conditions. Despite the
tracker losing and missing bicycles during these conditions, it was still
able to track bicycles based on a model only trained daytime images.
Furthermore, improvements like enriching the data could be made to
extend the dataset with images from different conditions and times.

5 CONCLUSION

Based on the tracker and dataset permutations results, we can see the
large impact of having the Traffic Intersection Dataset (TID) as part
of the training set. The best results are achieved when training the
tracker exclusively on the TID dataset resulting in an IDF1-score of
82.9%. Multiple Object Tracking (MOT) is the least comparable
dataset to TID, resulting in an IDF1 score of 0.0%. Specialized
Cyclists Dataset (SCD) is more comparable to TID, resulting in an
IDF1 score of 27.2% which still seems like a promising starting point
in an effort to reduce annotation labor also when considering the
annotation effort to create the TID dataset. Combining TID + MOT
and TID + SCD results in a lower IDF1 of 79.9% and 80.8%
respectively. Combining SCD + MOT + TID results in an IDF1 score
of 54.7%. This is either due to MOT playing an important role during
training by probably throwing the network off or due to TID being
underrepresented in the datasets where features from different
domains are more dominant/present. The importance of order is
measured when training SCD → MOT → TID we compute an
IDF1-score of 81.8%, however when switching the order of the SCD
and MOT, we compute an IDF1-score of 78.9%, which is a reduction
of about 3%. We notice the effect of catastrophic forgetting due to the
importance of order in another occurrence where TID → SCD →
MOT was trained, resulting in an IDF1-score of 46.8% and when
changing the order of TID and MOT, we notice a reducing of about
15% resulting in an IDF1-score of 31.0%.

We can see that the performance of the best single TID model can
detect and track instances from different conditions. Even though it
misses a few instances or switches IDs, it shows the model can
generalize to different conditions on which it was not trained.
Depending on the application and requirements, different training
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approaches like single, combined or sequence could be employed
concerning metrics like FP and FN.

Furthermore, we have seen the results of the performance of the
best single TID model when tracking the bicycles to measure the
crossing of a red-light safety indicator. This has proven to work with
the tracker capable of tracking the bicycles past the traffic light.
Tracking-by-detection is a suitable approach to measuring other
traffic safety indicators like speed or collision, as shown for the
crossing a red light indicator.

6 FUTURE WORK

Due to the current camera setup having a low resolution and low
frame rate, we expect that a setup with a higher resolution could
improve image sharpness and increase pixel density for detecting and
tracking small bicycles further down in the real world space. This
work only focused on crossing a red light safety indicator, further
research could investigate other safety indicators like speed and
collision. Furthermore, the Single Specialized Cyclists Dataset (SCD)
model resulted in an IDF1-score of 27.2%, which seems like a usable
baseline. This can be exploited for getting new annotation on unseen
images by using, for example, active learning. Another way of
improving annotation could be achieved by domain adaptation to
transfer knowledge from a source domain to a target domain with
limited annotations. An interesting approach could be using a
gradient reversal layer[15].
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